
The Wu Sau in Wing Chun rs used as a guarding
hand. In fact "WLt Sau" means guarding hand. You

could call it your second line of defence.

I Ghun r Wu Sclu
ost of the time )to.t use one hand to
attack or receive \rouf opponent' s

attack, the Wu Sau is held behind your

forward hand in order to protect yourself should
your opponent come through. For example vou
might step forwards and punch tor,vards vour
opponent, but he also punches at the saffre

time. If vour Wu Sau is in the correct
position, then it will block the punch and

allow \rou to strike safelrr

There 
^re ^ ferv points to

remember when making a $7u Sau.

Firstll', the tffu Sau should not be too
close to your chest, see Fig 2. A
rypical siruation occurs when
you use Bong Sau. Imagine your

partner attacks lou and ),ou
successfully turn and defend
vourself with Bong Sau.
However, Iou place vour Wu
Sau too close to y6g chest and

)rou partner then p.rlls vour Bong

Sau down and attacks you with
his other hand. Usuall1', you will
allow the Bong Sau to drop and

bring your Wu Sau forward to
receive the attack. If though,
your Wu Sau is too close then it
will be too slow and you will be

hit before your
Wu Sau comes

fonvard enough

to defend
yourself.

Your
\Wu Sau should

be positioned
far enough 

^w^y
(brrt not too far),

see Fig 3, so that
lt Can move
fo rward s to
quickly receive an attack.

Now in the same situatjon, because you

do not have to move )'our hand so much further,
it will receive the attacking hand that little bit more
in front of you. Then you will defend 1'ourself
successfully

To appreciate the second point in makrrg
a good \Wu Sau, lou need to understand another

way Wu Sau is used and gets its strength.
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From Wu Sau it is verY common to use

Pak Sau (Slapprng Hand), to slap vour opponent'.s

punching arm off target. To do this the slap needs

to be sharp and quite strong and this strength

comes from the rvrist. To make youruvrist strong,

\-ou must lift vour elborv up, as in Fig 4.If )'ou
do not then your rvrist rvill be u,'eak.

Grandmaster Ip Chun gives a ver\r

good example of how to test this.

Hold \rour Wu Sau in front
of vou and allow the

is what will give your Wu Sau and Pak Sau

strength.

Some malr afgue that with the elbow up

the ribs are exposed to attack. However, if you
dtop vour elbow I would argue that for the above

reasons, it leaves your head open to attack. Further
more rt 1s qulte easy to drop the Wu Sau into a

Gan Sau position or a low Pak Sau to defend the
lower part.

Wu Sau is trained in the first section of
Siu Lim Tao. You should p^y p^rncular attention
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"To dppreciate d
good Wu SAu, you
need to understdnd
w)bere it gets its
strengtb."

Fig a

elbo'uv to drop, Fig 5. Have a partner stand in
front of you and push vour \Wu Sau sidewat,s out
of the way. \bu will find that it is quite hard to
hold your Wu Sau in position. Now lift up \rour
elbo"v, as in Fig 3 and repeat the test. \bu will
find that your Wu Sau is much stronger. This is

because vou have the strength of yegl forearm
behind your rvrist. This is veS'important, as this

Fig 5

to the position of both the elbow and wrist. Also
do it very slowly. Then your Gong Lik will
develop and your Wu Sau will become strong,
but you will not have to use much physical strength
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